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141. 

Dear Colonel Bichardeen 

If what follows is not clear please ask me about what any 	not to . I as 
recovering from faavonnie and geOrter but I do not went to delay Onsetoe Your 
letter steep dated April 25. Ite goverbment has been less than honest about this free 
the first and I an anxious that honest responses begin. 

my tawdry vas net limited to whatever spy be the jurisdiction and functions of 
the OSI. lbwes for ell infornation/filea of the entire military establieheent. With. 
AF this means the unties AP, not 001 only or your part of OSI only. It  was  also for 
all sources, which is to as whether or not of 081 on 

Tour letter has beiltwile limitations that in themselves avoid the obvious Purneee 
of nY'in4etrY and eeemieeigned to evede fall response. If this is not the ease, it 
will be an easy matter for yeit to Woke an unequivocal record. One exempla.: each of 
your paragraphs is restricted to the moment of your your writing the letter, 	,*  
"Is nein.taining." "may be maintaining.* Tile operative part of each of theme pera000001 
is them limited as sy inqeiry was A0t. 

This teem,* lose innocent when I tell you what any inquiry has to have disclosed 
I know the OBI bed at lee** ens file on me. 

If you did not personally Bake this cheek and if you did net personally limit 
without mama ex responsiveness* I reepectfnllY suggest that the Air Peres 604 
will both be better off it you shake up theee who did. 

Besever. 'soft say your office neatutaiw what you describe " cords of 
tisane* conducted by other ageneues on matters of Air Pores interest." New 
also been involved in litigation with the Air Force. by filing a claim for 

siamegae against it and by its being party tot sato in which I suocssefellY sued 
for damages dens O06 IOW than two years ago file* did exist and I made tonal request 
through the Depart meet of Justice for one tint, if the Air Force delivered it to the 
100NOriMODi of Justice, the DOTOAMOOt JustiMe ad not turn over ender discovery mod 
am Volotied tr. I believe. 00art ardor. Xe addition. I did eee another file and it in 
my belief that file held, ssidessitsf fraud. I 40 knew its coatente. In view of all 
these and ether conditions, I dee hope that you, personally. and the Air Faroe: will 
geese take a more serious view of this entire tatter and will bogie with honest, forth*. 
tight and teal}. rookome44 

'actuality is that moat be identified in quite a number of Air Force files 
not 	me and that I an eonfident can identify at least some of these. 

In addition. because the first of these suits did establish a new legal Prineig** 
it seems incredible that this vas not "of Air Pore. interest." 

Over and beyond all of the the Airforce asiked me to cooperate .,and I did cooperate 
its efforts to identify violaters of regulations* Because this was one en the order 
Seeretary, would it net seem to be a safe assumption that this was "of Airforce 
t" and that use de exist? 

bop: While he says he is referring to 	Sincalre1,14 
"DAMP these i±itials have been typed 
on the return address of the envelope, making it read "AFOSI/DADF." 


